Construction of Persistent Luminescence-Plastic Antibody Hybrid Nanoprobe for In Vivo Recognition and Clearance of Pesticide Using Background-Free Nanobioimaging.
We prepared a specific adsorptive nanocarrier for pesticide due to its challenge to cleanup and low detoxification in the treatment after intake, whether intentional or by mistake. We modified the plastic antibody (molecularly imprinted polymer (MIP)) on the surface of persistent luminescence nanoparticle (La3Ga5GeO14: Cr3+, Zn2+, LGGO) as the specific adsorptive nanocarrier for toxic molecules and realized the nanocarrier was widely distributed for absorbing pesticide and real-time in vivo bioimaging. We used LGGO as the core and trichlorphon as the template to prepare the plastic antibody nanocarrier. After in vivo bioimaging and biodistribution of mice, LGGO@MIP could be distributed evenly in the gastrointestinal tract, circulated in the blood for a long time, and finally excreted to achieve the adsorption and removal of pesticide in the body. The LGGO@MIP nanocarrier prepared in this study opens a new way for the treatment of poisoning.